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HOW TO TALK POLITICS ON
TOUR—AND HOW NOT TO
professional tourist guide is
PERSPECTIVE 1 Asensitive
to the interests and
by Joe Steinbock

values of the tour group and
does not share his/her personal views on controversial subjects
such as religion, politics, or lifestyles. [from NFTGA Ethics
and Standards]
From now until Election Day,
Tuesday, November 8,
political issues will arouse
more than usual interest on
our tours. This is particularly
true here in Washington, D.C.
With passions running high,
how do we address political and
related “hot button” issues when they arise
on tour? How to respond when tour members
ask: “Well, what do YOU think? Which candidate
do you support? Which candidate will win?”
On August 9, I attended a training workshop presented by Tracy Hale and Michelle Heller for fellow
members of the Guild of Professional Tour Guides of
Washington, D.C. The workshop was titled “How to
Remain Neutral in a Politically Polarizing Time.” The
session underscored the distinction between providing
factual information and offering political opinions.
One approach that has worked well for some guides:
at the outset of the tour, simply tell everyone
“There will be no discussion of politics on my tour bus.”
Another approach is to turn political questions into
teachable moments, particularly for student groups. We
can respond to questions about the Guide’s personal
continued on page 4

year tour guides are
PERSPECTIVE 2 This
faced with a very polarby Nick Cvetkovic

ized political climate.
Most are not comfortable when confronted with
questions about political candidates or, worse, their
specific beliefs. Or, guides are afraid their presentation
includes information that could be perceived as pushing
their own personal beliefs.
There are ways to deal with
this dilemma that will result
in a positive experience for the
tourists but also allows the humanity of the guide to come through.
We are people just like our tour
participants, not humanoid robots
blandly pushing out information.
There are some circumstances under which it is
necessary and even prudent to engage clients on some
of these matters. One must tread very lightly, of course.
The passage in the NFGTA Ethics and Standards
about dealing with controversial subjects seems to
be pretty clear. And it’s good advice and in many
cases it should absolutely be followed by the tour
guide. But if I had written it, I would have used
different wording:
A professional tourist guide must always be sensitive to the
interests and values of the tour group. Volunteering his/her
personal views on controversial subjects such as religion, politics
or lifestyles should not be done. In the context of a personal
exchange initiated by someone in the group, it may be necessary
to reveal personal beliefs.
continued on page 5
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FROM THE PRESIDENT
Greetings! I hope everyone is well and all our
member
associations
are achieving their goals
and ambitions. One of
the major things I have
learned over the years
is that when you are
fortunate to have an outstanding team working
with you, the best thing
to do is get out of the way
and let them do their jobs.
Michael Levinson, our
insurance coordinator, has just informed me that our
insurance policy and rates will remain the same for this
coming year. Great news, Michael, and thank you for all
your efforts.
The Board of Directors met recently (via conference call)
to discuss important items such as the WFTGA convention
in January 2017, support for New York’s bid for the 2019
WFTGA conference, selection of delegates, acceptance
of Philadelphia’s bid for NFTGA conference in 2018,
and the pursuing some leads for possible new members.
KNBC, a Los Angeles TV station, contacted NFTGA
to request some assistance on a serious situation with
individuals acting as guides. While Los Angeles has
outstanding guides doing excellent work, we never hear
about them on local or national news. Instead, sadly,
what makes the news is a small group of unprofessional
individuals conducting tours in a negative manner that
reflects poorly on our industry. We are working with
some concerned people in Los Angeles who want to
eliminate this situation. We informed them and KNBC the
importance of having an association to represent guides and
have unity and a strong voice. We will keep you informed.
For those travelling to Iran for the WFTGA convention,
please make sure you are aware of the latest U.S. Travel
Advisory, visa requirements and the possibility of limited
daily necessities you may find in Iran.
Happy and Safe Holidays to you all!
Gene Reyes
NFTGA President
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FROM THE EDITOR
A colleague and
friend of mine, here
in the Big Apple, has
carved a business
niche for himself
selling tours of Ayn
Rand’s New York. I
also know a young
man who was an
organizing member
of the Occupy movement and now does
tours centered around
that topic. One look
at the title of each equally talented guide’s product
and it’s easy to deduce that they stand on opposite
ends of the political spectrum.
In Act II of Fiddler on the Roof, a character declares
“Everything’s political!” and this is certainly true of
touring, especially in an election year when everyone
is applying their political lens to everything they see.
But, while tours like the ones mentioned above –
along with gay history tours, “radical” tours, and
tours that focus on the careers of individual political
figures from Barry Goldwater to Eugene Debs –
require political discussion, there are many other tours
in which political commentary has no place. There are
companies that forbid it. And there are many veteran
guides who will caution that it is bad for your career.
The tricky balancing act comes into play when you say
something as simple as “The soldiers at the Alamo
showed great courage,” “Ellis Island is the most
historically significant spot in the nation,” “These
plantation owners were seen as role models for the
culture in which they lived,” or any other innocuous
statement of opinion (whether your own or someone
else’s) that you may have been making for years. All
of a sudden, it is seen as a political statement. So how
do we continue to celebrate the cities we share without
offending? How do we provide the discussion our
clients requested and paid for without making them
wish they hadn’t? This issue will offer different
potential answers to these questions. Here’s hoping
you find a few that work for you.
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Matthew Baker
Editor-in-Chief
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HOW TO TALK POLITICS—AND HOW NOT TO (Perspective 1)
continued from page 1

views into opportunities to provide factual
information about our Constitution and
government operations. Examples include:






Factual information about eligibility
to serve as President (including the
Naturalization Act of 1790… those
born abroad to U.S. Citizen parents
are considered Natural Born Citizens
of the United States)
Describing the participation rates in
our national elections both in terms
of voter registration and actual turn
out. [In this country even in major
elections less than 60 percent of
eligible voters actually vote.]
Celebrating the freedom to express our opinions enshrined in the First Amendment to the Constitution

An undeniable incentive for maintaining political
neutrality is that talking politics is bad business. If
customers or employers disagree with the Guide’s
opinion they are unlikely to want to employ that guide
again or recommend the guide to others. Thus even
off-duty, the Guide who offers political opinions
within earshot of a customer or employer does so
at some risk. The same point can be made about
expressing political opinions on social media.
The workshop offered an opportunity for participants
to offer their views and experiences. Participants
worked in groups to address questions that we often
hear on tour:







Who are you voting for?
Do you think the President is doing a good job?
Are you a Democrat or a Republican?
Can you give this tour with a Republican slant?
How can a candidate born in Canada run for
President of the US?
While we are in Arlington National Cemetery,
can we visit the grave of Captain Khan? [The
Muslim soldier whose father spoke at the
Democratic National Convention.]

But what do
YOU think?

characterized good professional responses to such
questions. Providing thought-provoking factual
information for the tour group to consider both
changes the focus from the political views of
participants to learning about history, the political
process, and our Constitution.
But Guides are human and from time to time we make
mistakes or rise to the bait of a well phrased question
and do express our personal views. What to do when
you realize you have violated the dictate of professional
neutrality? Apologize and move on. Accept that we
all can make mistakes, don’t wallow in shame, but tell
the group you erred and change the subject.
Michelle Heller and Tracy Hale did a wonderful job of
framing the issues, providing suggestions for turning
political questions into “teachable moments,” and
giving participants the opportunity to discuss our
concerns with colleagues.
We will appreciate this experience even more when
confronting the next “hot button” question on tour.
Joe Steinbeck is past president of the Guild of Professional
Tour Guides of Washington, DC. To tour with Joe, contact
jsteinbo@yahoo.com.

Responding with facts, avoiding stating one’s own
political views, and thinking well on one’s feet
Page 4
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HOW TO TALK POLITICS—AND HOW NOT TO (Perspective 2)
continued from page 1

What may seem like a simple and unbiased statement
of fact or truth can be interpreted as a statement of
personal, political, or religious philosophy.

This version gives the flexibility
to engage your clients on a
personal level without violating
the spirit of the wording.

So, finally, what types of tour groups basically
“require” the tour guide to offer their own personal
opinions? There’s no magic formula to apply, but
I can give an examples of when I don’t shy from
offering my own opinion. Offer, but not volunteer
without a triggering question.

No matter the restrictions
and qualifiers on engaging in
controversial discussions above,
there’s one situation where
there is no real choice:
Refusing to answer a direct question from a tourist
could be considered poor customer service.
For example, the question “What do you think of
Prominent person/politician X” can and should be
answered with as properly mannered an answer as
possible. In other words, the strength or bias of the
guide’s belief should not be reflected in the answer.
The answer should be closer to “I am not a fan of X
and think his ideas are not ones I agree with” rather
than “X is a horrible person and anyone who supports
him/her is stupid” even if that’s what you think. This
may seem obvious but on “hot-button” topics, it takes
some control to not blurt out an answer that you will
regret as soon as you say it.
There will be occasions where the tour or the tour
location dictate a need to talk about politics or religion
since these are political/religious by their very nature,
such as a tour on LBGT history or a tour of a slavery
plantation.
The general rule, of course, is to “present facts
in an unbiased way”. I would argue that following
that rule is more of an art that the experienced
tour guide learns as opposed to a hard science.
There can be scenarios where
presenting “simple facts”
might cause outrage among
some tour participants. An
example would be saying
“slavery was the root cause
of the Civil War”. That’s a
convenient short cut but
it’s a lot more complicated
than that.
Autumn 2016

In private family tours you are interacting in a
more intimate way than on a larger, more diverse
tour. You may even share a lunch with the family.
I find there is no way to avoid a question on a
controversial subject without losing some of the
rapport I have built up. Of course, gentle is the way
to go, not strident.
I specialize in tours of Philadelphia for Germanspeaking travelers. They want to know what I think.
They often ask questions like “How can you Americans
choose Donald Trump as your President?” Implicit in
the question is a negative perception of all Americans.
So, the first task is to let them know that not all
Americans think the same way. I would then say
that I don’t support Trump and he is not universally
supported. Why do I say that? In self-defense.
Otherwise they would subconsciously evaluate
everything I say through the filter of their bias against
all Americans. This is something I learned in my
European travels long before I became a tour guide,
primarily during the George W. Bush presidency.
This thought process also applies to other European
groups where it’s very obvious they want my opinion.
A recent example was a bus full of Norwegian
travelers where one brought up the subject of the
election and I could feel they were looking
for a non-evasive answer from me.
Dealing sensitively with your clients is
not easy. The above explanations
and rationalizations will not strike a
positive cord with everyone. But
some should find it helpful.
Nick Cvetkovic is President of the
Association of Philadelphia Tourguides.
To tour with Nick, contact tourguidenick@gmail.com.
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REFLECTIONS FROM COLORADO BEYOND THE 2016 NATIONAL
PARK SERVICE CENTENNIAL by Kay Willson
The Summer 2016 issue of The National Standard carried several articles
on the 2016 Centennial Celebrations of the National Park Service across
the country. As you know, NPS preservation includes many categories
of sites and is to be complimented for those recognitions. It should
be further noted, however, how fortunate we in Colorado are to have
NPS preservation
Mesa Verde National Park
of so much of our
Western heritage.

Great Sand Dunes National
Park and Preserve

Visitors and local citizenry alike are warmly welcomed to and
in this land of prairies, canyons, mountains, parks, and history.
Members of the Rocky Mountain Guides Association, with
others, share our four national parks and more:


Inland “beach front”—750-foot dunes at Great Sand
Dunes National Park & Preserve,



Unfolding histories and cultures of early peoples in
Mesa Verde National Park (a World Heritage Site);
with nearby national monuments of The Hovenweep
and The Yucca House,



Nature’s power, water, and time carved the Black
Canyon of the Gunnison Nation Park crevasse, creating
conditions allowing provision for construction of today’s
Curecanti National Recreation Area,



Beloved Rocky Mountain National Park celebrated its
centennial in 2015. It is not only the birthplace of the
mighty and powerful Colorado River, but offers nature’s
best: rugged landscapes and trails, Autumn’s brilliant
aspen-clad mountains, Winter’s snow-laced evergreens
under brilliant blue skies, Springtime’s sparkling, rushing,
tumbling streams, followed by Summer’s flowering
meadows. Included within its boundaries, the “antlered, feathered, and furry”, breathtaking overlooks, Trail
Ridge Road and Fall River Road—once avenues for Native
Americans and wildlife. (RMGA also receives updating from
RMNP on events!)

Black Canyon
Page 6

The Hovenweep

Spanish missionaries Dominguez and Escalante established a
commercial route, Old Spanish National Historic Trail, through
today’s southwestern Colorado. Others soon followed. With time,
in territory to the east, traders blazed National Historic Santa Fe
Trail, soon thereafter anchored by Bent’s Old Fort National
Monument. Settlers and fortune seekers followed. Nearby is the
sad legacy of Sand Creek Massacre National Historic Site. The
Pony Express National Historic Trail swings through a corner
of our northeastern plains.
www.NFTGA.COM
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Ancient natural history beckons the curious child and parent to the prehistoric at the Dinosaur National Monument
and the Florissant Fossil Beds National Monument. Colorado, “the mother of rivers”, tells of manmade western
water law and agriculture’s importance including and through the Cache la Poudre (River) Heritage Area. The
Colorado River helped name one man’s dream: Colorado National Monument—a high plateau marked by semidesert vegetation, “varnished” canyon walls, sculpted, multi-layered, colored and red sandstones—awe-inspiring!
Visiting Colorado’s NPS sites offers “experiences from the prehistoric and ancient, early histories of the West, guidelines for the future, enjoyment of its multicultures” –
better than any history book! With it comes the
unbelievable, the wonder, and the beauty!
Come anytime. Travel Colorado’s NPS sites with RMGA
or on your own, whether it’s the NPS centennial year
or beyond!
Come, celebrate, and reflect on all we are privileged
to have, enjoy, and share with you.
Kay Willson is the longtime editor of the Rocky Mountain
Guides Association newsletter. To tour with Kay, contact
cherkay91@gmail.com.

Rocky Mountain
National Park

NEWS YOU CAN USE
Safety on Large (and small) Buses
by Joe DeGregorio

The recent crash with fatalities of a large tour bus near Palm Springs,
California and the Dallas Cowboy’s bus crash this spring near Las Vegas
that injured and traumatized my sportswriter friend, caused me to think
about some personal experiences and safety issues I would like to share.

Alertness of the Driver: All too often, a step on guide starts right into the driving tour of the area as soon as the
bus pulls up. Consider the length of time the bus driver had already been on the road. The driver often has to get
up between 2am and 4am to make the appointed pic-up rounds and is already road weary prior to arrival. Lesson
learned: give the driver (and passengers) a rest and/or bathroom break before starting the driving portion of the tour.
Ability of the Driver: If you as a guide sense the driver is incompetent, ill, distracted, or too old to handle the rigors
of a large bus, do not hesitate to call the bus company after the tour and complain, no matter what the potential
repercussions could be. If the driver is really too ill to carry on, strongly encourage him/her to call for a sub.
Guide and Passenger Safety: Always sit down and use the mic. Always make sure all passengers are seated before
departure. When departing the bus for a stop, always help the group leader to ensure the passengers make a safe
exit and do not let them cross any street without ensuring the coast is clear. The size of the bus often obscures the
vision of other cars driving nearby and your visitors are often excited about the tour stop and thus easily distracted.
Bus Safety: Always be considerate about the coming bus turn, ensuring in advance it doesn’t over-challenge
the driver. Finally, especially for tours in older cities, try not to force a bus down a narrow street. Yes, the driver
may barely clear the cars, but often brushes up against trees, scratching the paint.
Please respond to this column with other safety
issues or concerns you may have encountered
in providing tours of this great country.
Joe DeGregorio is a member of the Professional
Tour Guides Association of St. Louis. To tour with
Joe, contact joe.dehillboy@gmail.com.
Autumn 2016
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LAKE MEAD NATIONAL
RECREATION AREA

LOST LUGGAGE
by Len Holmes
Airlines are notorious for losing luggage. Steamship
passengers to San Francisco during the gold rush
suffered similar agony as travelers in the 21st century.
This from the Daily Alta California, July 1, 1850.
$100 REWARD — Lost from the steamer Tennessee, on
her late voyage from Panama to this port, the following
articles of baggage, viz: one trunk marked Edmund
Randolph, San Francisco; one trunk marked Mrs. Willis,
and one large black trunk, marked on the top Dr. Nott,
and on the end W. Walker. Also, one bundle India rubber
carpet bag containing books and papers. The first named
of these trunks contains some daguerreotypes and a small
lot of family silver, both of which are highly valued by
the owner. The two remaining trunks contain effects and
papers, the loss of which while they greatly embarrass the
losers, are of no use to the holders. The above reward
will be paid for the whole or a proportion from any part
thereof. Apply to Mr. PARKER, St Francis Hotel.
($100 in $1850 would equate to about $ 3,000 in 2016)
Len Holmes is President of the San Francisco Tour Guide Guild.
To tour with Len, contact len.tours@gmail.com.

by Art Chesmore

Welcome to Lake Mead, our Nation’s first and largest
National Recreation Area. Established in 1964, the
National Park Service manages the waters and the land
along 140 miles of Colorado River, including the manmade reservoirs Lake Mead and Lake Mohave for the
recreational enjoyment of 7 million visitors annually.
Lake Mead was created by the first impoundment
constructed along the 1,450-mile Colorado River.
Authorized by Congress in 1928, and the financial
appropriation in 1931, the Boulder Dam Project
(known today as Hoover Dam) was completed nearly
two and one-half years ahead of schedule, and one
and one-half million dollars under budget.
The Bureau of Reclamation designed and supervised
construction of the world’s largest concrete dam that
resulted in the creation of the world’s largest manmade reservoir. Lake Mead was named in memory of
Elwood Mead, former commissioner of the Bureau
of Reclamation.
Through a letter of understanding within the US
Department of Interior, the National Park Service
is authorized to manage the recreation interests of
Lake Mead National Recreation Area. The Bureau of
Reclamation operates and maintains the Hoover Dam,
and regulates the flow of water through the upper and
lower reservoirs in the National Recreation Area.
Recreation and generation of hydroelectric power
are secondary benefits to the impounded water of
Lake Mead. The primary intent of harnessing the
Colorado River is to deliver water to communities
in California, Arizona and Nevada for municipal,
industrial and agricultural use.

PLAN AHEAD!
The city Philadelphia has been chosen
to host the 2018 NFTGA conference.
Keep an eye out for more details in
future issues of The National Standard.
Page 8
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Lake Mead
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collected from the area between 1924 and 1935, prior
to flooding by waters of the Colorado River and Lake
Mead. The museum collection includes earthen stoneware, tools and weapons used by the Anasazi or
Ancestral Puebloans.

Hoover
Dam

Archaeologists named the site Pueblo Grande de
Nevada. A portion of the museum encloses Ancestral
Puebloan archaeology. On the museum grounds a pit
house was reconstructed on the site of an AD 655
underground dwelling. Reconstructed above ground
adobe pueblos give visitors an idea of housing and
food storage units occupied by Ancestral Puebloans.
Located 30 miles from Las Vegas, tourists visit Hoover
Dam and adjacent Lake Mead National Recreation
Area. Today, 7 million people enjoy the recreation
benefits of Lake Mead National recreation Area
for boating, fishing, swimming, hiking, biking,
and camping. Lake Mead National Recreation
Area is the 5 th most visited unit of the 413 units
managed by the National Park Service.
Wildlife viewing includes desert bighorn sheep, mule
deer, coyote, fox, rabbits, squirrels, desert tortoise,
peregrine falcon, bald eagle, and 240 species of birds,
migratory waterfowl, and shorebirds.
American Bald Eagles winter in the National Recreation Area from late September to early May. The
annual count of American Bald Eagles on Lake Mead
and Lake Mohave since 2010 equals, or exceeds 160
birds. The first breeding pair was observed in 2010.
Today, you can visit the former pioneer settlement
of St. Thomas and view foundations of homes and
community buildings, and abandoned streets. The
1865 Mormon settlement was displaced in 1935 by
waters of the Colorado River. The current water level
in Lake Mead approximates the water level in 1937 as
Lake Mead filled. Today, Southern Nevada residents
and tourists play and recreate where pioneers settled
and early civilizations hunted and gathered.

The year 1935 is remembered for three projects that
contribute to the current tourism industry in Southern
Nevada: completion of the Hoover Dam (formerly
known as Boulder Dam), opening of the Lost City
Museum of Archaeology (formerly known as Boulder
Dam Park Museum), and opening of the Valley of
Fire State Park (first state park in Nevada).
Lake Mead National Recreation Area continues to
celebrate the Centennial of the National Park Service.
Encouraging all to “Find Your Park”, park rangers are
presenting interpretative programs throughout 2016.
The Allan Bible Visitor Center, located along US
Highway 93 overlooking Lake Mead, displays interactive exhibits, shows a movie about the recreation
area, and is a source of printed resources.
Art Chesmore is founder, past president, director, and member
of the Las Vegas Tourist Guides Guild. To tour with Art, visit
LasVegasPrivateTours.com, or email
Lost City
ArtChesmore@Gmail.com.

Museum of
Archeology

Nearby, the Lost City Museum of Archaeology sits
atop a mesa bordering the national recreation area.
The museum is a repository of early civilization artifacts

Lake Mead National Recreation Area
Autumn 2016
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AN INTERNATIONAL
E XPERIENCE
by June Bratcher

From the very beginning, Mexico
was a very popular destination for
our convention groups. Crossing the
border was exciting, scary, but also fun.
Our destination was always Nuevo
Laredo, Mexico, a short three and a
half hour drive away.
We would meet early in the morning
International Bridge heading into Nuevo Laredo, Mexico.
and have a Mexican street breakfast of
belonging to the Daisy Charter group and give them
tacos and coffee for our totally Mexican experience.
special prices. For some of our larger groups, the Mayor
En route, the professional tour guides would tell
of Nuevo Laredo arranged for mariachis to meet us
everyone the schedule for the day, including how to
at the bridge. It was an exciting day, not only for our
get through U.S. Immigration and what shops had
passengers, but for all of us who accompanied them.
special prices for our guests.
We never tired of going to Mexico.
We also would tell them of the nice things they could
find in Mexico for themselves, or as gifts for friends,
a beautiful hand carved salad bowl, silver jewelry, table
cloths, colorful dishes and tequila or other liquor they
might like. We had to keep up with the current laws
that limited the amount of liquor they could bring
back, and explained that they would have to pay tax
on the liquor when they crossed back into the U.S.
Passengers were given maps of the market place and
directions on where they would have lunch and, most
importantly, the time they should be back across the
border to the U.S. Tiny, fabric serapes were pinned to
their shirts so the merchants would recognize them as

On one trip we took four motor coaches. The people
were attending a convention in San Antonio. The day
was going like clockwork. Our guides, drivers, and
escorts were fantastic.
At 3:15pm, three buses were loaded and ready to depart
for San Antonio, but one bus had one passenger
missing. The guide for that bus was my daughter, Kim.
She went back to the bridge to look for our stray.
The plan for the coaches was that on the way
home everyone would have an opportunity to show
their most treasured find in Mexico. We called it our
“Show & Tell” segment. This was always fun and
brought shouts of “Oh dear! I missed that!” and
“Can we go back tomorrow?”
There was enough room on three of the buses to
carry all the remaining passengers, and the option of
moving given to the passengers on the bus with the
missing person. Some of them moved over and the
first three buses left Laredo for San Antonio. The
fourth bus remained behind, holding the passengers
who were unwilling to leave behind a fellow group
member. They chose to wait for her, not knowing
how long it would be.

Nuevo Laredo Mariachis
Page 10

Kim found our missing passenger at American
Immigration. She was a very embarrassed lady. She
was from another country and she had a pink multiple
www.NFTGA.COM
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entry form which she had shown to officials when she
crossed over into Mexico. However, coming back the
American officials discovered that it had expired and
had to be renewed. She was told to go to the American
Consulate in Nuevo Laredo, Mx. where she could get
it renewed between 9:00am and 3:00pm on Tuesdays
and Thursdays. Because it was after 3:00pm on a
Friday, she would have to wait in Mexico until Tuesday
to have it renewed! Kim and the lady went to the
American Consulate and explained the situation:
the conference in San Antonio, the bus waiting on
the American side, but she got the same answer.
“We will be happy to renew it between 9:00am and
3:00pm next Tuesday.”
“Okay,” Kim said in her most firm voice. If we have
to wait until Tuesday, we will wait right here,” and
she and the lady sat down in chairs across from the
official’s desk. Immediately she was told, “you can’t
wait here.” Kim again was firm. “We have no place
to go. We will wait here.” There was a flurry of
whispers while all the “officials” went to another
room. Shortly they returned with a special message.
“Well, I guess we could fire up the machine and get
it done now.” Five minutes later it was official. The
date on the multiple entry form was current. Kim
took the lady by the arm and quickly walked out the
door. “Don’t look back,” she told the lady. “Just
keep walking. When we get to immigration, let me
handle it.” The two of them hailed a cab and asked
to be taken across the bridge. When they got to
immigration, however, they were directed to pull
over so all the papers could be examined thoroughly.
Kim was not allowed to answer any questions that
were directed to our foreign guest, who had to receive
and answer all the questions in English, not her native
language. Eventually they were allowed to proceed
and headed over to the U.S. side.
Not knowing that the fourth bus had waited for them,

The locked gates of the United States Consulate
they planned on renting a car to get back to San
Antonio. Imagine their joy when they entered the U.S.
and saw our Daisy bus waiting for them, filled with
loyal friends who would not leave someone behind.
As they got on, everyone cheered and the lady cried
as she hugged Kim.
The “Show & Tell” on this bus was special when
the delayed passenger told everyone how Kim had
saved her and brought her back to America.
Many people begged us to go back to Mexico the
following day, but we could not work it into their
schedule. By the end of the conference, everyone knew
the story of the outdated multiple entry form and they
thought Kim and Daisy Charters were awesome.
It was nice. We could feel the love.
June Bratcher is Founder and CEO
of Daisy Charters & Shuttles, a corporate
member of the Professional Tour Guide
Association of San Antonio. Her book
You’re Driving Me Crazy! from
which this article is excerpted is available
on Amazon. For more information, visit
www.daisycharters.com.

Daisy Charters safe and sound in the U.S.
Autumn 2016
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SYTA: CELEBRATING 20
YEARS OF THE STUDENT
YOUTH TRAVEL
ASSOCIATION
by Faye Brenner

The Student Youth Travel
Association celebrated 20 years
of tour operators and travel
service providers working
together to “foster integrity and
professionalism” in the student
tour industry at their annual
conference August 17-23,
returning to the site of their first conference —
Orlando, Florida. SYTA was born out of a disagreement between two student tour operators who then
came together with a mission to set standards in the
industry. From a handful of professionals that first
year in Orlando, the conference has grown to over
1,300 attendees in 2016.

Similar to our tour guide conferences, SYTA included
FAM trips at the start of the program that were open
to all attendees. Our FAM tours tend to focus on developing destination knowledge; addressing the needs
of the tour operators, SYTA’s FAM tours concentrated
on introducing sites. I chose the FAM tour to Loch
Haven Park, the cultural center of Orlando. While
busloads of participants flew in a wind tunnel, took
an airboat ride, or visited a fun park, six of us went to
the Orlando Shakespeare Theatre and the Orlando
Science Center. Loch Haven Park, also home to the
Mennello Museum of American Art, would be a
welcome addition to any student tour in Orlando.
Educational sessions were offered throughout the
conference, but were not well attended, with most tour
operators and suppliers taking appointments. Some
attendees did take a break from speed purchasing and
selling to further their professionalism, and some of
the larger organizations had enough individuals to
divide the responsibilities. Out of 1,300 attendees,
most educational sessions were directed at about

Unlike the conferences that most of us attend –
NFTGA, WFTGA, ITMI Symposium, and the
new IATDG Talent Exchange and Conference this
November – the SYTA conference is primarily a trade
show, an opportunity for student tour operators to
meet with restaurants, theme parks, museums, historic
sites, technology firms, marketers, insurance companies,
and domestic and international tourist boards. While
there was an exhibit hall with the likes of SeaWorld
and Branson, the focus is on “appointments.” Similar
to speed dating, the tour operators sit at tables while a
disembodied voice keeps the suppliers moving every
five minutes to sell their destination or product. The
process is fine-tuned after 20 years.
As a guide, I felt like a fish out of water. As tour guides
and tour directors, we are not a part of the SYTA
membership. I was invited to lead two educational
sessions – one on creating inquiry-based student
tours and another on inter-disciplinary tours. This
gave me a lonesome outsider’s view. Sales people
don’t stop selling after the bell rings, and I wasn’t
buying anything! Yet, a sleepover program on the
USS Yorktown sounded so interesting, I contacted a
small TO that was not at the conference and sold them
on adding a tour to Charleston. Alas, no commission!
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The costume shop at the Orlando Shakespeare
Theatre in Loch Haven Park.
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30 people, a missed opportunity for many. The
workshops included a variety of subjects, with most
aimed at improving the student tour experience with
professional development for the TO’s and suppliers;
these included International Crisis Communication,
Millennials, Generation Z, and the Rapid Pace of Innovation
Today, Global Student Trends, and Look What’s Tending in
Motorcoach Travel and Safety. The emphasis on the trade
side of the business was evident in sessions such as
How to Become the Supplier or Operator of Choice with Less
Marketing, No Cold Calls and Avoiding Appointments,
Data and Email Marketing Techniques, and 7 Audience
Experiences that Get Them to Say Yes to Buying. Panel
discussions were also offered for specific branches
of the industry, including hotels, transportation,
attractions, and tour operators.
SYTA’s mission extends to promoting student travel,
providing opportunities for students who may not
be able to afford the privilege of travel, through the
Student Travel Youth Foundation (SYTFoundation),
the philanthropic branch of the organization. Sunday’s
luncheon highlighted several of the foundation’s
programs, including scholarships, travel programs for
under-served students, and their annual visionary award
for a student whose travel has made a difference in the
world. The SYTFoundation’s Silver Lining program
offers free trips to student groups, highlighted by a
video of the Boys and Girls Club of Florida’s trip to
New York. A speech by a student explaining how her
trip enriched her life and those of her peers can be

Boys and Girls Club of Florida students from the
SYTA Youth Foundation onstage with Grammy
Award-winning country music star, Billy Dean.
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found here: http://sytayouthfoundation.org/successstories/103-rayna
The Saturday luncheon was the official kick-off
for the conference, with introductions of the board
of directors as well as the candidates for the 2017
board. Paul Vitale, an inspirational speaker, was the
keynote, mesmerizing us with his upbeat message,
setting the tempo and enthusiasm for doing our
best. The highlight of the conference was Monday’s
luncheon, sponsored by Broadway.com, which
brought in cast members from several Broadway
shows including School of Rock, Wicked, On Your Feet,
the new Anastasia, Phantom of the Opera, and more!
Tour Operators and suppliers know how to party.
Evening programs included a night at Epcot, another
at Universal Studios, and the closing event SeaWorld,
with a ticketed event at the Hard Rock Café afterwards,
including a special performance by the SYTA band
and dancing until two in the morning! Needless to
say, this 60+ tour director skipped the Hard Rock
party. Universal literally rolled out the red carpet,
complete with confetti greeting us as we entered
the empty park. There were rides, photos with
characters, shows, and all the food and liquor we
could consume.
It was fascinating witnessing a part of the industry
that few of us usually see. Although SYTA is focused
on the tour operator and supplier, their magazine,
Teach and Travel, is free for everyone; you can access
it on their website. The educational aspect of their
journal hints at a missing connection in our industry –
teachers who travel and the tour guides who lead.
Carylann Assante, the executive director of SYTA,
told me that the organization’s long-term plan
includes engaging teachers and tour guides, but in a
different type of venue, one more focused on the
educational aspects of the student tour industry.
That is an opportunity to which we should all look
forward.
Faye Brenner is a member of the Guild of Professional Tour
Guides of Washington, DC and the author of Transforming
Student Travel: A Resource Guide for Educators.
She also offers professional development workshops and
provides free resources for guides and teachers on her website,
www.transformingstudenttravel.com.
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TECH TALK
Technology is a Double-Edged Sword
by Donna Primas
No doubt, new devices and programs have and can make life easier!
No longer do guides need to carry a
handful of change and find a pay
phone to reconfirm the next tour stop.
We don’t need to lug around maps
and heavy reference books when we
can have a library on a smart device
that fits in our pocket or bag. We can easily make
calls, fact check, find an address, or “Google” to find
a helpful website. And we do!
But what about the other “side” of that sword? The
razor sharp side or the pointy end. The silent cut that
may be caused by your own behaviors or social media
(past) doing? The blow you never saw coming or the
one that might occur in the future and when you least
expect it? All due to a photo, joke, opinion, or an
off-the-cuff remark to a “friend”.

As a member of six tourism related Facebook groups,
I am sometimes surprised at what I read. Most of my
groups have a few hundred members, one has nearly
a thousand, another multi-thousands. Some groups are
public (anyone can see them), some are closed groups
(posts are visible only to members), and one is “secret”
(only current and former group members may find the
site, post, and read the feed). Have you considered that
even if a group is closed or secret, both employees
and employers may be part of that group?

I started to ponder this after I read a post by a
tour manager who complained about a “good” stepon guide that answered three (not tour business
related) phone calls while on the microphone during
a tour. The tour was not even over yet, when the
tour manager’s community started commenting and
offering advice—report him, he is not good if he does
that, talk to him privately. The comments ran the
gamut, from bashing and outrage to caring concern.

If someone does a Facebook, LinkedIn, Twitter, Trip
Advisor, Yelp, or Google search of your name, what
would they find? Do you reveal your age, lack of
experience, political leanings, religion, or health issues?
Do you let off steam and rant about venues, colleagues,
employers or political candidates? Do you post photos
in real time, inadvertently revealing the companies
you work for, the route your group is taking, or that
you are not home?

More and more some people have chosen to live out
their lives on Facebook, posting the good and bad
that happens to them. They solicit and offer advice,
and react to what happens to people in their circles.
But do you realize who may be observing or reading
(now or in the future) and the potential long term
repercussions? Do you understand that employers
today do searches for social media profiles and posts
by job candidates?

It really does not matter if you feel that you are
exercising your freedom of personal expression or
First Amendment rights. An employer or colleague
still might judge you, find you wanting, and not hire or
recommend you. Silently. Without you ever knowing
why.

I have worked in hospitality and tourism for more
than three decades. I have noticed that people and
jobs are fluid; the industry is almost incestuous. Your
colleague today may be your boss tomorrow or client
next year.
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Nowadays, not only do you need to be careful “on
the road,” you need to be cautious when you appear
in public forums.
Donna Primas is a Chicago Certified Tour Guide in and the
20-year President of the Chicago Tour-Guide Professionals Assn.
To tour with Donna, contact primascopy@aol.com.
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CHARLESTON CHALLENGES
TOURISM ORDINANCE
LAWSUIT
by Alfred Ray
A suit was brought to
court in Charleston SC
to strike that element
of its Tourism Ordinance requiring that
Charleston City Hall
tour guide candidates
pass a test to achieve licensure. The Plaintiffs contend
that this aspect of the Ordinance prohibits free speech
and violates the First Amendment. The City of
Charleston contends that anyone may walk the streets
and say anything they want as long as there is no
expectation of payment. Guides have been licensed
in Charleston since 1952. Early guides established the
notion that they were Charleston ambassadors to the
world at large, and their motivation was to make sure
the information people departed with was accurate
and consistent, all helping to create the Charleston
“brand” which is today known around the world.
Elements of the Ordinance have been revised since the
commencement of the lawsuit: Passing grade has been
lowered from 80 to 70 percent, the test is now offered
biweekly instead of quarterly, and the oral exam has
been dropped. Two of the three plaintiffs have now
passed the exam and are engaged in the business.
Plaintiffs argue they are entitled to a preliminary
injunction, pending the trial outcome, restraining the
City from enforcing its tour guide licensing regulations
because such regulations are “clearly unconstitutional
and are currently preventing plaintiffs from exercising
their First Amendment rights.” The City argues
that the plaintiffs’ claims should be dismissed because
the challenged regulations do not regulate or impermissibly burden speech within the meaning of
the First Amendment. Judge David Norton ruled to
maintain the status quo until final determination,
leaving the ordinance active and in effect.
Judge Norton ruled to proceed to the next phase of
discovery. He ordered that if the City of Charleston
claims to have regulations in place to prevent fraudulent
tour services, and maintain competent knowledge to
Autumn 2016

provide tour services for pay, that the City must provide
evidence that the Charleston Brand and the tourism
industry have been harmed by tour business conducted
by unlicensed guides. After all, history is the bread
and butter of the tourism industry in Charleston, and
inaccurate delivery harms the brand. Quoting the
Ordinance, “It is the purpose of such regulation to
maintain, protect and promote the tourism industry
and economy of the city…”
Plaintiffs contend that the City’s interest in ensuring
that tour guides are properly qualified is necessarily
connected to an interest in managing the content
of their speech and, thus, this interest cannot justify
the City’s regulation.
The City contends it has no law or requirement that
tour guides speak about certain topics a certain way
or restrict themselves to any topic or group of topics
to the exclusion of others, and that testing enhances the
expectation that the tour guide is committed to giving
factual and accurate information regarding people and
events, and that folklore and legends are prefaced as
such. Here, the City’s stated interest does not simply
involve the bare exercise of free speech. The City’s
interest in speech is derivative of its primary interest
in preventing “false or misleading offers of service
for compensation.” The problem is not simply that
unqualified guides may provide visitors with false
information, it is that they may do so under the guise
of providing “accurate” information, and that such
behavior may harm visitors, residents, and the industry
overall. The difference between what is promised and
what is delivered is the core of the City’s interest, not
the content of the information itself.
Discovery over the next several months will include
gathering and exchange of documents: depositions by
various parties, including both Mayor Tecklenburg and
former Mayor Joseph Riley, both of whom will testify
in support of the ordinance; and reaching
out to cities where ordinances have been
struck down to share their experiences in a
post-regulation business environment. It is
expected that a ruling will come down by
March or April next year.
Judge
David
Norton
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Alfred Ray is the immediate past president of the
Charleston Tour Association. To tour with Al,
contact walledcitytours@gmail.com.
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NTA TOUR OPERATORS
CONVENE IN QUÉBEC
by Bob Rouse

The National Tour Association’s tour
operator retreat, Contact, touched down in
beautiful Québec City, August 25–27. Nearly
70 tour operators — and a like number
of suppliers and DMO’s — attended the
event headquartered at the Hilton Québec.
Attendees enjoyed festive events by night
and dug into information-rich seminars and
networking sessions each day.
Attendance for the three-day is one-tenth
that of Travel Exchange, NTA’s annual
convention, but Contact is every bit as
rewarding, said Agustin Caparros of A Closer
Look Tours in Glendale, Arizona.

Les Six Déesses (The Six Goddesses) lead

NTA members to a ballroom of the National
Assembly Building at Contact’s opening event.

“Convention is where you meet the people. Contact
is where you build the relationships,” he said.

Anne-de-Beaupré Basilica, and Notre-Dame de Québec
Basilica-Cathedral.

Many attendees had a chance to start building relationships during sightseeing tours. The host city and its
partners offered three:

The Food Tour: Participants learned that Québec’s
cuisine melds Amerindian, French and British flavors,
and the result is a diverse food culture. The walking
tour provided guests with a sample of local specialties:
pork rillettes and duck bacon at the Cotes a Cotes,
beer and cheese at the Fairmont, a bite to eat at La
Buche, and wine at the St.-Amour.

Beautiful and Spiritual: NTA members visited houses
of worship and museums that tell the fascinating story
of Québec City’s religious heritage. Art is a shining
tribute to faith at the tour stops the group made, including Albert Gilles Copper Art Museum, Sainte-

NTA tour operators met with suppliers
and DMO’s in a speed-dating format.
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Nature and Adventure: Starting at the Canyon
Sainte-Anne, participants on this tour explored
the park’s suspended cable bridges, which span a
cascading river and rock formations. They also
enjoyed paddleboarding, a zip line at Montmorency
Falls, and a barbecue lunch at the Baie de Beauport.
Another option for attendees was familiarization
tours, either before or after the conference. The
pre-event Fam focused on the Charlevoix region.
Participants dined along the famous Flavour Trail,
stargazed at the Observatoire Astronomique, and
followed the whales along the Saint Lawrence River.
The post-event Fam journeyed to the Saguenay and
Lac-Saint-Jean area. It included an afternoon cruise
on the Saguenay Fjord, a guided tour of the Jardin
Scullion botanical center, and a visit to the 1920s
Val Jalbert Historical Village.

www.NFTGA.COM
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The first official activity of the conference was
Thursday night’s opening ceremony, held at the
National Assembly Building. Attendees were escorted
on the short walk to the government center by an
energetic band, and, once inside, were entertained by
an a cappella group and a lively jazz trio. Guests were
allowed to explore the elegant legislative chambers,
where docents were on hand to explain how the lawmakers met and enacted legislation.
On Friday morning, attendees learned lessons about
goal-setting and overcoming stress at a session that also
featured side-splitting humor. Set Your GPS to Success
was led by Wayne Lee, whose presentation included
a hypnosis demonstration on audience volunteers.
Lee’s message about GPS—great programmable
subconscious—was surpassed only by the antics of
NTA members who submitted to his comical (but
harmless) suggestions while in a hypnotic state.
Another Friday highlight was a product development
networking session held in a “speed-dating” format.
During the first session, tour operators paired up with
a series of suppliers or DMO’s; the second session was
operator-on-operator.
“This is a way to learn about a new destination or
new ideas for a destination we already package,” said
Stephanie Dilling of Wells Gray Tours, located in
Kamloops, British Columbia. “I want to know what’s
unique and when is the best time of year to visit.”
Dilling added that she isn’t interested in pricing at this
stage, as her company develops tours at least two years
in advance. Agreeing with her about the lack of need
for details was Jay Smith of Sports
Travel and Tours in Hatfield, Mass.
“I’m not necessarily making business,
I’m making a friend that might turn
into business, Smith said. “When the
time comes for, say, finding a hotel in
a particular city, I’ll know who to call.”
Two days of educational sessions at
Contact included a look at trends in
culinary tourism, faith-based travel
and the China inbound market, plus
a sessions on vendor relationships,
email marketing, and the need for
travel brands to embrace storytelling.
Autumn 2016

Along with a message about setting
goals, featured speaker Wayne Lee
delivered an entertaining program
that featured hypnosis.

At Contact, as at Travel Exchange, buyers and sellers
gathered separately to share success strategies and to
troubleshoot problems. NTA leaders Justin Osbon
and Jay Smith took the process a step further at this
event, though. They brought the two groups together
to share what had been discussed in the separate
meetings and to determine how tour operators, tour
suppliers and destinations can better work together.
The closing event, titled Unforgettably Québec, was just
that. The group was transported to the Musée national
des beaux-arts du Québec, an architectural gem located
in National Battlefields Park. After touring the
museum’s newly opened Pierre Lassonde pavilion,
guests dined in an elegant entry hall. After dinner,
they were entertained—entranced, really—by two
remarkable sopranos who performed familiar arias
and popular standards.

Contact ‘16 proved to be an enjoyable mix of business
and networking, and in 2017 NTA
members are situated to build on
the relationships they formed or
strengthened in Québec City. The
association will change the timing
of Travel Exchange next year by
bookending conventions at each end
of the year. Members will gather in
St. Louis Feb. 26–March 2, and
Contact attendees participated then meet again in San Antonio,
in educational sessions that Texas, Dec. 14–18.
provided insights into industry
Bob Rouse is editor of the National Tour
trends and travel markets plus
Association’s Courier magazine. For more
tips on best practices for
information, visit www.ntaonline.com.
business.
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ST. LOUIS GATEWAY ARCH

“What River is below? What state is across the river?”

By Judy Gorin

“Is there a night club at the top?”

The St. Louis Gateway Arch celebrated its
50th birthday last year. Let’s learn some
important facts about this monument to
our country’s westward expansion and
hear some questions that are stranger
than fiction.

“Is there a McDonald’s at the top?”
The Park Rangers have been asked
when things are floating down the
river – a log or debris – “Are there
alligators in the river?”

The Gateway Arch is a wonderful modern
architectural masterpiece to celebrate
Thomas Jefferson’s vision of westward
expansion of the Louisiana Purchase. The
Jefferson National Expansion Memorial
has memorialized St. Louis as the Gateway
to the West. It was the last place where so
many purchased goods and food before
they migrated to the west.

One visitor was looking west from the
Arch and asked if the tall buildings
in the distance were Kansas City. It
was Clayton. They have been asked if
you can see Chicago too. On a clear
day, the distance you can see is 30
miles both east and west.

In 1947, an architectural competition was
held to design the new memorial. There were 172
entries, and the judges chose Eero Saarinen’s arch
design. 40 blocks of old buildings were cleared to
make room for the monument along the Mississippi
River. The construction of the Arch started in 1963,
and the final piece was put in place on October 28,
1965 with much celebration. As they watched the
construction’s progress, many St. Louisans’
questioned, “Would the legs meet at the top? What
will keep it from falling over?”
The Arch is a “catenary” curve. It stands 630 feet tall
and 630 feet wide. The Arch has 1,076 steps and 142
triangular steel sections. The dimensions of each triangular section at the base are 54.1 feet on each side,
and at the top it is 17 feet on each side. A 6,000 pound
counter weight offsets the tram’s weight inside the
Arch. Within the Arch’s north and south legs is a tram
system that carries passengers to the top. The unique
capsule cars are joined together, similar to train cars
that go along a track for a four-minute ride. On a clear
day, it is possible to see 30 miles out the observation
windows: to the west the view is of downtown St.
Louis and the surrounding municipalities, and to the
east you view Illinois.
Have you ever thought about the questions the Park
Rangers get from visitors? Here are some of them:
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On cloudy/foggy days, the park
rangers put up signs that say limited
visibility, but visitors will still ask why they can’t see
far when they are at the top.
“Is the Arch a natural formation?”
“Did Lewis & Clark see it?”
“Was it built for the 1904 World’s Fair?”
When the parking garage was there on the Arch
grounds, people would ask, “Where’s the tunnel
from the parking garage to the Arch?”
There are north and south entrances. When the park
rangers have been asked what is on the other side, the
park ranger would say, “It’s a room just like this one.”
“How does the Arch get cleaned on the outside?”
“If the Arch broke would it fall in the river?”
“Which is heavier, the Arch or an aircraft carrier?”
The Arch is 17,000 tons. The Enterprise Aircraft
carrier fully loaded is 27,000 tons.
One woman insisted, in the early years of the Arch,
that the Arch was built for military purposes. The
windows were built to shoot out of. The park ranger
said that we were not at war with Illinois.
Another visitor insisted that the Arch was meant to
be built across the river (one leg in Missouri and one

www.NFTGA.COM
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leg in Illinois) and they couldn’t figure out how to
get the legs to meet over the river, so they decided
just to put it on the one side of the river.

but after hours the man-made marvel turns into one
of the most powerful weather controlling devices ever
conceived. There are websites about it, too.

There has been a conspiracy theory that the Arch
controls the weather. The steel legs can create an
“ionic pulse” that pushes the storms out of the way.
The supposed conspiracy is that, during the day this
national monument stands as the gateway to the west,

Fact or fiction? Please come to St. Louis to find out
for yourself!
Judy Gorin serves as Visitor Information Specialist for the
St. Louis Convention and Visitors Commission. For more
information, contact sgorin@prodigy.net.

THE INCREDIBLE 6TH ANNUAL PHILADELPHIA RIVER TO
RIVER, VINE TO PINE, RAIN OR SHINE TOUR by Donna Primas
On September 24, 2016, the Association of Philadelphia Tourguides (APT) held its 6th Annual
Great River to River marathon of free walking tours led by APT certified tour guides. While
I had been a tourist in Philadelphia a few years back, I used the event as an excuse to visit
and bond with my sister, Amy Schmid, who relocated to a suburb of Philly last year.
I alerted Bob Skiba, NFTGA Secretary and APT Certified Guide, that we were coming
and solicited his suggestions for cheap parking. He kindly obliged and indicated he would
be giving a phase three tour, and said he looked forward to welcoming us.
Benjamin Franklin
as Depicted on a
firehouse near his
burial site.

My sister and I rose early, drove about 30 minutes, parked, and reported to the visitor’s
center near Independence Hall by 7:45am. The first tour started at 8am and our last would
end about 8pm! Amy set her pedometer to see how far we might walk, and we began
the first of our four foot forays through the city accompanied by knowledgeable guides.

Each tour was 2.5 hours long and there were just 30 minutes in between to rest the feet, use the restroom, re-hydrate,
or grab a snack. We explored the Old City with Nick G., Society Hill with Nina, Society Hill to City Hall with Bob
Skiba, and City Hall to the Schuylkill with APT President Nick Cvetkovic. (See tour descriptions/site inclusions
here: www.phillyguides.org/the-2016-great-tour.aspx )
APT member Josh Silver guided a phase one tour, then came along for parts of all three of
the other tours my sister and I attended. He wanted to take the opportunity to listen to what
other guides say. But during each tour, the guide leading the walk also referred a question to
Josh—he knows all about plants and trees—or consulted with his version of a story.
As a multisensory and visual learner, I took hundreds of photos during the day. Amy concentrated on trying to absorb all the stories so that she might retell them when friends and
family come to visit! We both enjoyed seeing things not previously found when wandering
Primas and Amy
on our own, taking the hop-on, hop-off buses, or riding the (now closed) Duck Boat Tour. Donna
Schmid attend Josh

Silver’s phase one tour.
In all, we walked 12 miles in as many hours! We also learned that if a Philly guide asks a
question of the tour participants, the answer is almost always “Benjamin Franklin”! Indeed, the city is replete with
locations connected with this historic figure—grave, home, bar, church, newspaper, post office, etc.

It was a fantastic experience and one I heartily I recommend, especially to guides from NYC or DC who might
be able to take Amtrak to Philly for a long, satisfying day!
Donna Primas is a Chicago Certified Tour Guide in and the 21-year President of the Chicago Tour-Guide Professionals
Association. To tour with Donna, contact primascopy@aol.com.
Autumn 2016
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AB 836, RIP — T HE
LEGISLATIVE PROCESS
DID WORK!
by Len Holmes

In 2015 California Assembly Bill AB 836 was
introduced as a Certification Program for Tour
Guides to address stated issues about poor quality
tours or commentary, most specifically in the Los
Angeles area. That bill was held in the Assembly
Appropriations Committee and never passed because
of potential costs to the state. No concrete examples
of the true problem were offered other than an
anecdote of a Mandarin speaking dishwasher in a
Chinese restaurant hired to be a tour guide on a
Chinese tour in Southern California.
In 2016, the same language was introduced as AB
2138 and opposition comments stated by Cal Travel,
The California Coalition of Travel Organizations,
and the San Francisco Tour Guide Guild had a
definite influence. The lobbyist provided by Cal
Travel was instrumental in explaining the precise
issues to the legislators.
The bill’s author recognized that the legislation did
not address the real problem, which was caused by
tour operators, not tour guides, and amended AB
2138 to use Sellers of Travel Legislation to do so.
AB 2138 is likely to pass later this month.
AB 836 Committee members and others who
invested time to analyze the legislation and
contribute concrete language in building
the Guild’s opposition paper deserve
many thanks for their efforts.
Describing the details of the
amended bill is beyond the
scope of this article, but the
Legislative Analysis that
follows is informative in
that it gives a very specific
example of what the true
problems are.

Legislative Analysis – Abbreviated (prepared by a
staff member on the Assembly Committee on Arts,
Entertainment, Sports, Tourism, and Internet Media)
1) Author’s statement of need for legislation: To clarify
the law and thereby curb consumer fraud in the area of
travel sales to foreign national and out-of-state tourists.
According to the author, the tourism industry has
allowed many types of businesses to thrive, from
travel agents to tour operators, tour guides and bus
drivers. However, there are growing concerns about
businesses, in this case, sellers of travel, who sell or
promote a particular service or good to foreign visitors.
For example, one anecdote describes a situation where
a travel agent sold a package that was advertised as
including a stay at a five-star hotel and a trip to
Disneyland, among other things, but what it actually
included was a three-star hotel and a drive-by in front
of Disneyland. To keep businesses accountable
under the state’s seller of travel law, this bill clarifies
that any California based seller of travel is deemed to
do business in California, and therefore is bound by
the Sellers of Travel law, regardless of the geographic
location of the visitor in this country or abroad.”
2.) Omitted for space considerations. The full analysis
of the bill can be viewed at:
www.leginfo.ca.gov/pub/15-16/bill/asm/ab_21012150/ab_2138_cfa_20160812_132246_sen_floor.html
3) Recent amendments: The original version of the bill
was substantially similar to AB 836 (Rendon) of last
year and faced considerable drafting, implementation
and constitutional challenges. Ultimately, the author
concluded that while better trained tour guides is a
laudable goal, tour guide certification was not responsive to the concerns raised of consumer
fraud committed by some travel agents and the
unclear scope of authority under the existing
Sellers of Travel Law to stop such illegal acts.
Len Holmes is President of the San Francisco
Tour Guide Guild. To tour with Len, contact
len.tours@gmail.com.

